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'
Minutes: Regular Senate Meeting, 7 January 70
Presiding Officer: James Nylander, Chairman
Secretary: Dianna Mill

78.5

ROLL CALL
Senators Present:

All Senators or their alternates were present.

Others Present:

Anthony Canedo, Thomas K. Dalglish, John A. Green,
Will Johnson and Eugene J. Kosy

.AGENDA CHA.NG.ES AND APPROVAL
No changes were presented.
MINUTES
The Senate minutes of December 3, 1969, were approved as printed and
distributed with the following additions:
1.

Mr. Nylander noted that the name of Otto Jakubek, Geography,
should be added to the Ad Hoc Committee on Department Chairmanships
and Faculty Handbook, Page 4 under h.

2�

Mr. Burt asked that the following be added to Page 7, third
paragraph from the bottom: "Mr. Burt asked if the word 'non-violent'
added in front of the word 'conflict' would be acceptable in
paragraph two. It was not. 11

COMMUNI CATIONS
1.

. 2.

3.

Mr. Nylander read a letter from D" O. Chambers dated December 18,
1969, regarding a review of the affairs of the Foreign Language
Department. The letter is presently being considered by the
Executive Committee •
The Chairman also read a memo from President Brooks dated December
29, 1969, regarding Policies on Instructional Obligations of
Faculty Members. The memo will be forwarded to the Senate Student
Affairs Committee and the Senate Personnel Committee.
A letter was received from President Br.oaks dated December 29, 1969,
in response to a letter from the Executive Committee regarding
recent action by the President's Council regarding establishment of
a new department.
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REPORTS
A. Standing Committees
1.

Executive Committee
The following report was given by Mr. Harsha.
The Senate Executive Committee met four times since the last regular
Senate meeting on December 3, 1969. The following actions and
discussions resulted from these meetings:
a.

The letter of appointment and charge to the Ad Hoc Committee
on Department Chairmanships and Faculty Handbook has been
developed, approved by the Executive Committee, and sent to
each member of the Ad Hoc Committee.
The Administration of the College will receive a letter from
the Executive Committee stating the purposes and objectives of
the Ad Hoc Committee on Department Chairmanships and Faculty
Handbook.

b.

Howard Shuman of the Office of Information met with the
Executive Committee on December 9 to outline some ideas regarding
a possible All-College Open House at some time during spring
quarter.

c.

The Executive Committee, at its December 9 meeting, considered
additional names for membership on the Screening Committee
for Academic Vice President. At this same time, it was learned
that the Deans' Committee had approved a request for one addi
tional position to the screening committee, that being someone
to represent the Student Personnel Division and the Administration
combined o
As of this date, the Committee is reviewing applicants for the
position of vice-president. The Committee consists of the
following people:
Bernard Martin, Chairman (ex officio)
Philip Dumas, Biology
Martin Kaatz, Geography
Ronald Frye, Technology and Industrial Education
James Levell, Psychology
Robert Miller, Counseling and Testing
Albert Lewis, Speech
Ray Smith, History
Ken Harsha, Business Education

d.

The Senate Chairman, Mr. Nylander, proposed that a five-person
committee be appointed to serve as the Symposium Evaluation
Committee" The committee tentatively appointed for this
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purpose last surruner has yet to function due to various
organizational problems o Therefore, the Executive Committee
has made the following appointments to the Symposium Evalua
tion Corrunittee:
Robert Miller, Counseling & Testing
Jean Putnam, Physical Education
Phil Hanni, Philosophy
Robert Bennett, Physics
Russell Hansen, Sociology
Plus students that may be appointed
MOTION NO. 624: Mr. Harsha moved, seconded by Mr" Mitchell, to adopt
the Symposium Evaluation Committee as stated in the Executive Committee
report. The motion carried unanimously by a voice vote.
e.

A letter was written by the Executive Committee to President
Brooks and the President's Council questioning the recommenda
tion of that body to grant departmental status to the Student
Personnel Division o Particular concern was the apparent lack
of wide college parti�ipation in a matter of such magnitude
and posed some pertinent questions which the Executive Committee
felt needed to be considered before such plans proceeded too
far. The Executive Committee received a reply from the Presi
dent in which he indicated apparent misinterpretation of the
Council's minutes.

f.

The Executive Committee would like to call the Senate's
attention to Mr. Nylander's memorandum dated December 23, 1969,
regarding the Joint Senate-Board of Trustees meeting scheduled
for January 24, 1970 0 The meeting will be held at Grupe
Conference Center, Saturday, January 24, 1970. Coffee will be
served from 8:30 to 9:00 am, with the meeting running from
9:00 to shortly before noon.
The Committee received a reply from President Brooks in answer
to a letter from the Chairman to the President and the Board
of Trustees requesting a statement of the Board's position on
the AAUP Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities.
The President felt he had answered the request with his recent
memo regarding the "statement." The Executive Committee
believes an answer from the Board should be requested in order
to determine its position, Such an answer will be requested.

g.

A special meeting of the Executive Committee was held on
December 18 for the purpose of discussing with interested
parties the question of how new programs proceed from inception
to operating status. In addition to the full Executive Com
mittee, Deans Jacobsen, Martin, and Green were in attendance.
Also attending were Mr. Glauert, Chairman of the Senate Curricu
lum Committee and Mr o Shrader, Chairman of the All College
Curriculum Committee 0
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It has been felt by the Executive Committee, and made a part
of this report during previous Senate meetings, that the
avenues by which some programs become functional are not
conducive to the best understanding and participation of
faculty. The Committee views many of these programs as having
strong curricular implications for the entire college and
should, therefore, receive faculty concurrence in their
adoption.
The Deans expressed a feeling that it was sometimes difficult
to define which programs passing through their offices were
actually curricular in nature and which were not. The Deans
also felt that as Deans they must have the authority to act
in such matters without faculty concurrence or many
good programs would be lost.

2.

h.

Senate members have received the report recently completed by
the Ad Hoc Committee to Study ROTC at Central Washington State
College" The Executive Committee will study the report and
make recommendations, in motion form (or motions may be made
from the Senate floor), pertaining to certain portions of the
Ad Hoc Committee's report. One bound copy of the complete
minutes of that committee is on file in the Faculty Senate
office if anyone should desire to examine those minutes.

i.

The Executive Committee devoted some time to a discussion
regarding the role of the Senate Curriculum Committee in
relation to total curriculum development of the college. The
Senate Chairman, Mr. Nylander, will meet with the Senate
Curriculum Committee for the purpose of exploring ideas for
broadening the scope and objectives of that committee.

j.

The memorandum from President Brooks concerning !fPolicies on
Instructional Obligations of Faculty Members will be referred
to the Senate's Personnel Committee and Student Affairs Committee.

Budget Committee
Mr. Berry said the Budget Committee encourages faculty to communicate
freely with the committee. Meetings are held weekly at 3 pm,
Mondays, in the Deans' Conference Room, 305 Barge Hall.
He also announced that as Chairman of the Senate Budget Committee
he is now a voting member of the College Budget Committee. The
committee sent a letter to Mr. Stan Bohne, Chairman of the College
Budget Committee, indicating the Senate Committee's interest in
identifying official CWSC policies and procedures for making
budgetary decisions.
Mr. Will Johnson, committee member, then reported on a brief study
he conducted on CWSC computing facilities. Mr. Johnson said that
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after reading a document entitled "Data Processing Equipment
Proposal, CWSC" he drew three conclusions that he felt were
particularly germane to the work of the Budget Committee:
a.

By acquiring this new equipment, (RCA Spectra 70 Model 35)
the College is vastly enhancing its on-site computing capability.

b.

For the next few years at least, the new computer will be used
for data processing only a minor fraction of the time; hence
it is available for other College uses.

c.

The value of a computing facility to assist instruction and
research have been totally ignored in the decision to establish
this new system.

Mr. Berry said that the Budget Committee 1 s concern is that the
Computer Service be effectively used.
Questions and discussion followed.
MOTION NO. 625: Mr. Keller moved, seconded by Mr. Williams, that there
be a committee formed to consider the following:
a.

That a moratorium be declared immediately on further expansion of
the Data Processing Center, to include both equipment and personnel.

b.

That a "super committee," representative of both the present Data
Processing Center and the present Computer Center, be appointed to
study computing requirements at CWSC for data processing and
research instruction.

c.

That the moratorium be lifted when plans are completed to produce
concurrent and parallel development of both areas.
Questions were raised concerning the capabilities of the new Data
Processing equipment, personnel required, cost, storage facilities
and also whether time and staff of programmers was budgeted this
year so that faculty members could get help in programming for
their research.
It was stated that the new equipment could certainly handle both
the data processing work and faculty research, but it would
undoubtedly cost more money.
Also Mr. Jacobsen stated that time and staff haven 1 t been budgeted
for faculty research because the present system in Lind Hall will
continue to handle faculty research programming. However, this
could certainly be considered for the next biennium.
Motion No. 625 then passed by a unanimous voice vote.
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3.

Code Committee
Mr. Ringe announced that the Code hearings on Section XIII, B,4
will be held on Tuesday, January 1 3 from 2pm-4pm, and January 1 4
from 3pm-5pm. Each faculty member will receive a notice to this
effect.
Also Mr. Ringe stated that the Code Committee will discuss the
name change of Faculty Senate to College Senate at their next
meeting.

4.

Curriculwn Committee

MOTION NO. 626: Mr. Glauert moved, seconded by Mr. Comstock to accept
the ACCC proposals, pp. 27-44, beginning with "Chemistry Pre-Professional
Programs" through "English Journalism Course Additions," with the
following modifications:
Suggested Modifications*

ACCC Proposals
p. 27

Pre Dental Hygiene

Art 1 00 is a 11 511 credit course.
This correction necessitates a
change in electives from 7-9
to TT5-711 in order to maintain
a 53-55 credit major.

p. 34

Art 414 Art Since
4 credits

Add:

p. 37

(A/S) Physics Major 1

Add to the footnote presently in
Catalog the following statement.
11
In addition to courses in physics
a major must complete the following:
Mathematics: 1 71. 1 , 1 71 .2, 271. 1 ,
271 .2, 271 .3, 376. 1 , 376.2, 376.3 0 11

p. 41

(A/S) Psychology Minor

Add footnote:
11 11
1
(A/S) Psychology Minor
11
Students taking this minor must
take Psych. 1 00 as a prerequisite."

p. 41 (T/Ed) Psychology Minor

Add footnote:
11
111
(T/Ed) Psychology Minor
11 Students taking this minor must
take Psych. 1 00 as a prerequisite."

p. 43

Omit Geology 380 from proposals
to be approved until the ACCC has
an opportunity to review this
course addition in the light of
correspondence received"

credits
Art 100 •.••••••••••••3
Electives ••••.••••••• 7-9
53-55
1 945

Course Addition
Geology 380, Principles
of Geomorphology

11

Prerequisite Art 2 37 • "

*Quotation marks indicate the proposed changes to go in the Catalog.
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A rather lengthy discussion followed concerning the number of
hours in minors and majors and also what specifically the Senate
Curriculum Committee should be concerned with.
Mr. Glauert said he had never been given a directive as chairman
of the committee.
Mr. Nylander said the Executive Committee is looking into the
responsibilities of the Senate Committees and �ill be giving
directives where needed.
There was some discussion concerning the question of student
responsibility for having an Honors Thesis typed and bound.
The question was then called for. However, Mr. Hawkins said
he didn't feel he could vote on the motion as a whole, but
would like to see it voted on in sections.
Mr. Glauert said the Senate Curriculum Committee assumes any
Senators that have questions about ACCC proposals will contact
the Curriculum Committee before the Senate meetings.
The number of hours in the major and minor then came up again.
Mr. Jacobsen said our college is guilty of not having a written
set of policies, but the deans are working on a written policy
now.
Motion No. 626 then passed by a voice vote with Kenneth Berry,
Charles Hawkins and James Alexander voting Nay.

B.

5,

Personnel Committee -- no report.

6.

Student Affairs Committee -- no report.

Report from the Chair
1.

Mr. Nylander mentioned the memo from James Brooks and Howard
Shuman regarding Meeting on Rodeo Weekend, and the memo from
Howard Shuman regarding proposed All-College Open House. He
said both administrators are interested in faculty comments
as they feel the college needs to do more in the area of
public relations.

2.

Eugene Kosy, Chairman of the Insurance Retirement Committee,
said he had been asked to make an announcement regarding a letter
received in the President's Office from the American Council on
Education. The letter stated that the nation's basic academic
retirement program, TIAA-CREF, is in serious jeopardy. He
referred to two bills, S. 1290 and H.R. 9010 which will benefit
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this program if passed. He said the American Council on Education
urges that faculty members be informed of these bills and
communicate with their Senators and Representatives if they so
desire.
Discussion ensued.
MOTION NO. 627: Mr. Keller moved, seconded by Mr. Burt, that the
Executive Committee write a letter to our Senators and Representatives
stating that the Faculty Senate as a body approved the passage of
S. 1290 and H.R. 9010, encourage faculty members as individuals to
write to their Senators and Representatives, and also inform other
institutions of this action.
In the discussion that followed several Senators felt they could
not vote on a motion referring to something they had not read.
The motion passed by a voice vote with Mr. Alexander voting Nay
and Mr. Berry abstaining.
BUSINESS
There was no new business or old business.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 5:50 p.m.

Regulal' fl'1CUL'l'Y i:m;:.\'t>: i".·Tcet:;_ng
4- p.m. , Wedi1csdtly ) Junuat"Y 7, 1970

Room 123 - Hertz Hall
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VIII.
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VISITORS

Fa�ulty SenGte Meeting January 7, 1970

Executive Committee Report, January 7, 1970
The Senate Executive Committee met four times since the last
regular Senate meeting on December 3, 1969. The following actions
and discussions resulted from these meetings:
,1. The letter of appointment and charge to the Ad Hoc Com
mittee on Department Chairmanships and Faculty Handbook has
been developed, approved by the Executive -committee, and
sent to each member of the Ad Hoc Committee. (At this point,
it can be reported that this committee is now functioning,
with two past meetings and regular meetings scheduled through
out the months of January and February. The Ad Hoc Committee
has forwarded to the Executive Committee a description of
methods and procedures to be used in accomplishing its tasks0
The igmini&t.r..gti,Rn of the college will receive a letter
from the Executive Committee stating the purposes and ob
jectives of the Ad Hoc Committee on Department Chairmanships
and Faculty Handbook.

?. Howard Shuman of the Office of Information met with the
Executive Committee on December 9 to outline some ideas re
garding a possible All-College Open House at some time during
spring quarter. (Mr. Shuman agreed to provide the Senate �th
a written proposal concerning this matter. (Sen,te members
should now have a copy of Mr. Shuman's proposal);
3. The Executive Committee, at its December 9 meeting, con
sidered additional names for membership on the Screeli..no
Committee for Academic Vice President. At this same time,
it was learned that the Deans' Committee had approved a
request for one additional position to the screen.ng com
mittee, that being someone to represent the Student Person
nel Division and the Administration combined.
As of this date, the Committee is s����g {reviewing)
applicants for the position of vice-president. The Committee
consists of the following people:
Bernard Martin,
Philip Dumas
Martin Kaatz - Ronald Frye
James Levell
Robert Miller -
Albert Lewis
-Ray Smith
Ken Harsha
4. The Senate Chairman, Mr. Nylander, proposed that a five
person committee be appointed to serve as the Symposium
Evaluation Committee. The committee tentatively app6inted
for this purpose last summer has yet to function due to

- - -- ----------------------------------r

-

2

various organizational problems. Therefore, the Executive
Committee has made the following appointments to the Symposium
Evaluation Committee, Qf'.7:a·�se� subject to approval by the
Faculty Senate:
G"'
<:;...,\ \ :�
Robert Miller
Jean Putnam
f''-,. . E �,
Phil Hanni
pi.,' 1..,. 4'..o f" .... tRobert Bennett - f \.. '1 r • c.. ..
Russell Hansen
S'o ;:' ...- l .r1.,.
Plus any students desiring to serye

Ce "· 't- c

,-.

0

(Motion to accept)

' /

5. A letter was written by the Executive Committee to President
Brooks and the President's Council questioning the recommendation
of that body to grant departmental status to the Student Person
nel Division. Particular concern was the apparent lack o{
wide college participation in a matter of such magnitude and
posed some pertinent questions which the Executive Committee
felt needed to be considered before such plans proceeded too
far. The Executive Committee received a reply from the Presi
dent in which he indicated apparent misinterpretation of the
Council's minutes.
6. The Executive Committee would like to call the Senate's
attention to Mr. Nylander's memorandum dated December 23,
1969, regarding the Joint Senate-Board of Trustees meeting
scheduled for January 24, 1970. The meeting will be held
at Grupe Conference Center, Saturday, Janunry 24, 1970.
Coffee will be served from 8:30 to 9:00 a.m., with the meeting
running from 9: 00 to a-pl9rox imately 11: 00. � �-- ..-�-,

t:

Agenda items are still being sought, so send your suggestions
to Mr. Nylander or phone the Senate office, 963-3231. In par
ticular the Executive Committee would like for each Senate
member to carefully study and evaluate the document "Statement
on Government of Colleges and Universities" prior to the joint
meeting.

� se"" �
/YI

�4��5�(�Of("""') 7. A special meeting of the Executive Committee was held on
V rs
December 18 for the purpose of discussing with interested
parties the question of how new programs proceed from inception
to operating status. In addition to the full Executive Com
mittee, Deans Jacobsen, Martin, and Green were in attendance.
Also attending were Mr. Glauert, Chairman of the Senate Cur
riculum Committee and Mr. Shrader, Chairman of the All College
Curriculum Committee.
It has been felt by the Executive Committee, and made a
part of this report duringprevious Senate meetings, that the
avenues by which some programs become functional are not con
ducive to the best understanding and participation of faculty.

e

The committee views many of these programs as having strong
curricular implications for the entire college and should,
therefore, receive faculty concurrence in their adoption.

3

The Deans expressed a feeling that it was sometimes diffi
cult to define which prograns passing through their offices
were actually curricular in nature and wi.ch were not. The
Deans also felt that as deans they must have the authority to
act in such matters without faculty concurrence or, otherwise,
many good programs would be lost.
The meeting produced no decisions, but may have been usef l
in helping all parties to fully understali the problem and the
�
problems facing each group involved with curriculum and pro
gram development.
8. Senate members have received the report recently com
pleted by the Ad Hoc Committee to Study ROTC at Central
Washington State College. The Executive Committee will
study the report and make recommendations, in motion form
(or motions may be made from the Senate floor), pertaining
to certain portions of the Ad Hoc Committee's report.(Please
study the report carefully so that you will be informetl of
its contents, implications, and recommendations.\ One bound
copy of the complete minutes of that committee (son file in
the Faculty Senate office if anyone should desire to examine
those minutes.
9. The Executive Committee devoted some time to a discussion
regarding the role of the Senate Curriculum Committee in re
lation to total curriculum development of the college. The
Senate Chairman, Mr. Nylander, will meet with the Senate
Curriculum Committee for the purpose of exploring ideas for
broadening the scope and objectives of that committee.
10. The memorandum from President Brooks concerning "Policies
on Instructional Obligations of Faculty Members will be re
ferred to the Senate's Personnel Committee and Student Affairs
Committee.
The Executive Committee received a reply from President
Brooks in answer to a letter from the Chairman to the Presi
dent and the Board of Trustees requesting a statement of the
Board's position on the AAUP Statement on Government of
Colleges and Universities. The President felt he had answered
the request with his recent memo regarding the "statement."
The Executive Committee believes an answer from the Board should
be requested in order to determine its position. Such an
answer will be requested.

REPORI' TO

'IHE

SENA'IE -- 1/7/70

Senate Budget Camnittee
'Ihe Senate Budget Committee is anxious to exercise an
effective role in assuring

iffie

appropriate decisions regarding

budget matters and encourages faclllty to cormunicate freely with
the cornmittee.

Meetings are held weekly at 3:00 Mondays in the

donference Roan next to Dean Martin's office and faculty are urged to
attend.
'Ihe Chairman of the Senate Budget Committee is now a
voting ITEmber of the m��ollege �udget !!orrmittee but further faculty
involverrent

wt and awareness

regarding budget matters is considered

to be inportant by the canrni ttee • A letter t¢ was sent to
Mr. Stan Bohne, Chairman Coll ege Budget Committee, indicating
the Senate Committee's interest in identifying official CWSC policies and
procedures for

making

budgetary decisions.

Mr. Will Johnson, canmittee member, reported on a brief
study he conducted on CWSC canputer services and recomnended the
formation of a "super committee" to study the efficacy of integrating
all corrputer needs of the carrpus before further expenditure for
corrputer services.
Submitted by Ken Be!'Y'Y

.,

-

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Senate Budget-Committee

FROM:

Will Johnson

SUBJECT:

Preliminary R�port on CWSC Computing Facilities

DATE:

January 6, 1970

\;

'

'' '.i

In following the assignment given to me at the last budget
committee meeting, I have talked briefly with L.R. Tappan
and Stan Bohne.
I also skinuned through a rather lengthy
document entitled "Data Processing Equipment Proposal, Central
Washington State College." It is this latter document that
forms the substance of my report.
Unfortunately, neither the document nor President Brooks' letter
of transmittal accompanying it is dated, so I have to rely on
internal evidence to estimate its date.
I surmise that it was
submitted to the Central Budget Agency in spring or early summer,
1968. At that time, as now, the Data Processing Center was
using an IBM 360 Model 20, and its staff totaled 12 full-time
persons. The annual cost to the college for this equipment·was
$21,324.00, and the total annual salaries for the staff was
$91,713.00. When the computer was installed in May 1967, opera
tions were limited to a single shift. The workload was found to
be great enough, however, that in February 1968, a second opera
tions shift was added. At the time the proposal was submitted
to CBA, processing time was said to average 250 hours per month.
The core size of the present computer is BK, and core speed 3.6
microseconds. The computer is essentially card oriented, with
card reader speed 500 per minute, card punch speed 91 per minute,
and printer speed 350 lines per minute.
Seven specific reasons are stated in the proposal summary for
requiring a larger computer system:
1. to produce reports on a more timely basis and hence enhance
their effectiveness
2. overall growth of the College
3, to develop a student information system
4. demands for a variety of data processing systems that cannot
be reliably handled on a card oriented computer
5. development of a management information system to facilitate
administrative decision making
6. enhance the reliability of data
7. to meet state recommendations that COBOL and FORTRAN languages
be available on data processing equipment.

e
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Only one mention was made of academic uses of computer systems
at Central. This is the last paragraph on page 2 of the summary
section; I quote it in full:
"Two other major areas were studied which are entities in
themselves and should be developed further in the future
than the above named systems. They are:
1. Information Retrieval System
2. Computer Assisted Instruction."
The sununary states that the new computer must have a core size
of 65K with 1.5 microseconds core speed. The card reader should
handle 800 cards per minute and the card punch, 250 cards per
minute. The printer speed should be 600 lines per minute. It
also requests that the computer have two magnetic tapes and three
magnetic discs. The cost of this new computer system to the
college would be $108,000.00 per year. The proposal also suggests
addition of eleven new staff positions, thus raising total salaries
for the Data Processing Center Staff to $189,607.00 per year ..
There are also a number of one-time costs associated with change
to this new computer. The most significant of these is preparation
of the physical site, estimated to cost $100,000.00. There is
an additional $25-30,000.00 for various items in this category. It
should also be mentioned that the operation of the data processing
center will be returned to a one-shift basis.
The original timetable called for the hiring of a systems analyst
on January 1, 1969, the hiring of two additional programmers on
April 1, 1969, and the delivery of the new computer system on
July 1, 1969. Also on July 1, an assistant director of systems,
an assistant director of operations, three additional progranuners,
two additional key punch operators and a supervisor of keypunching
were to be added. On July 1, 1970 an additional disc and a communi
cations capabili ty were to be added at a cost of about $10,000.00
per year. And finally, on July 1, 1971, a fifth disc and an
additional 65K of core memory were to be added at a cost of
$18,000.00 per year.
It was decided during this study that the most useful computer
would be an RCA Spectra 70 Model 35. This computer has been ordered
for the College, and according to Stan Bohne it will be delivered
about July 1, 1970. One systems analyst has also been hired, but
no conunitments have been made bevond that. That is, the other 10
new staff positions and the addiiional core storage and two discs
have not been definitely ordered.

...

,

e
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From this document I draw three conclusions that seem particularly
germane to the work of the Budget Committee:
1. By acquiring this new equipment, the College is vastly enhanc
ing its on-site computing capability.
2. For the next few years at least, the new computer will be
used for data processing only a minor fraction of the time;
hence it is available for other College uses.
3. The value of a computing facility to assist instruction and
research have been totally ignored in the decision to establish
this new system.
To this I add one prejudice of my own, namely that Central is much
too small to support two completely independent computer centers, one
for data processing, the other for research and instruction.
In view of this, I suggest that our committee consider adopting
something like the following resolution:
That a moratorium be declared immediately on further expansion
of the Data Processing Center, to include both equipment and
personnel-That a "super committee", representative of both the present
Data Processing Center and the present Computer Center, be
appointed to study computing requirements at CWSC for data
processing and research and instruction-That the moratorium be lifted when plans are completed to produce
concurrent and parallel development of both areas--

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Senate Members

FRCM:

Earl T o Glauert� Chairman
Senate Curricnhun Conm1i ttec

DATE:

January S, 1970

RE:

All College Curriculum P1'oposals (ACCC)

The Senate Cur1"lculum Committee (SCC) at its meetings of Nov-embel" 20,
December 12 and 1.lam.1.ary 2 votec.1 to recommGml passage of the ACCC p1:-oposals �
PPo 27·�1.t.t�, beginning idth 11 Chemisti\y Pre-Professional P1."0gt"ams 1 : through
"English Journalism Course Additions�1' with the following modifications .,
Attached here·to are ·the Deceml:1e1" 12 and January 2 minutes of the sec to
help claI'ify the recommendations,,

-------------------------·

--�--

. _______________.::.;S=uggested Mod.ifica·i:ions�::
...o=p._o=s-· a=J.:.:.:s
_____.A=CC=C_P,..r
p. 27

Pre Dental Hygiene

credits
Art 100 •• ., .... � ... � ..... 3
Electives .......... " ... �
53 .. 55

Art 100 is a "5" c:t1edi t cou1�se.
This cor�ection necessitates a
change in electives from 7 ... 9
to "5-7 n in order to maintain
a S3-SS credit major ..

p. 311,

Art 4-14- A:rt Since 19l�S
4- credits

Add:

p. 37

(A/S) Physics Major

p. au

(A/S) Psychology Minor

Add footnote:
"l�'
(A/S) Psychology Minor
«students taking this minor must
take Psycholot,.ry 100 as a prerequisite.,"

p. 41

(T/Ed) Psychology Mi.nor

Add footnote:

p. 4-3

Course Addition
Geology 380. Principles
of Geomorphology

Omit Geology 380 from proposals
to be approved until the ACCC has
an opportunity to review this
course addition in the light of
cor�esponden�e received. (See
sec minutes December 12, part 2,
o.nd January 2, part c.)

1

"Prerequisite Art 237 ., n

Add to the footnote presently
in Catalog the following statement ..
11 In addition to courses in physics
?. major must complete the following:
Mathematics: 17101, 171..2 ) 271.1,
271.2, 271.3� 376.l s 37602, 376.3"

n1n

(T/Ed) Psychology Minor
"Students taking this minor must
take Psychology 100 as a prerequisite."

•Quotation rnnrks indicate the proposed changes to go in the Catalogc
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e.
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propooal. •

The second major 11:em of busineaa was to reopen
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serve as a point a.f departure in help!
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in the Senate Executive C - _·ttee'a directive to the sec.

CWSC OFFICE OF INFORMATION
INTER-OFFICE MEMO
DATE: January 2, 1970
Dr. James Nylander, President,
Faculty Senate
·\·
FROM:. · :-. Howard Shuman, Director of Information
TO:

(

'"

SUBJECT: Proposed All-College Open House
Following is a proposal for an All-College Open House, for consid
eration by the Faculty Senate:
With adequate publicity, it is felt that many people from Ellensburg
and the surrounding area as well as alumni and parents could be drawn
to the campus to get a first-hand look at the physical facilities and
educational opportunities here. Organized groups such as cub scout
packs would be encouraged to attend.
It is suggested that the open house be held Parent's Weekend, in late
April or early May.
The open house could involve as many departments on campus as wish to
participate. Obviously, the work of some departments is more "visual"
than others. But this should not discourage others from participating.
The open house could include exhibits, displays, building or department
tours and presentations, conducted by students with faculty advice
and coordination. An interdisciplinary discussion, on such problems
as environmental control might also be held. Emphasis should be on
regular academic programs, not gimmickry exhibits which often charac
terize such open houses, and which take considerable faculty and
student time which can be better spent elsewhere.
It is suggested that if the open house idea is deemed worthwhile,
planning be started now. Perhaps a steering committee could be
appointed, composed of faculty and students with one member serving
as overall coordinator. A faculty member and a student from each
department participating in the open house could be appointed to handle
plans for that department.
Some funds would be needed to cov er out-of-pocket costs by the
individual departments and for printing and sending out adequate
notice of the open house.
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION
ONE DUPONT CIRCLE

Preside
n

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20036

�)!\

t's Offi
ce

December 17, 1969

Dear Colleague:
All of you doub.tless are aware that the future of the nation's
basic academic retirement program, TIAA-CREF, is in serious jeopardy.
The enclosed memorandum describes the situation and the legislation designed
to eliminate the problem,
When Senator McClellan introduced S, 1290, he stated,
Practically all Americans are now covered by
private and public tax free pension plans under which their
contributions for retirement purposes are not taxed, and the pension
system of higher education should be equally treated, At the
present time, neither the States nor the Federal Go.vernment are
taxing the contributions made to the TIAA-CREF retirement
program. Thus, maintenance of the retirement program of higher
education from Federal and State taxes gives the colleges and their
staff members no special privileges,
I want to urge that in whatever way you see fit, you communicate
with your two Senators during the Congressional recess and early in January
to stress the importance of favorable Senate action on S. 1290,
I also would urge those of you whose Representatives serve on the
House Judiciary Committee to press for early hearings on H,R, 9010--the
House counterpart bill. A list of the Committee members is attached,
It is possible that many of your faculty members are unaware
of the importance to their retirement programs of this pendi.ng legislation.
If that is the case, you may wish to inform them,
Sincerely yours,

�--..'-"' ��L�
Logan Wilson
Enclosure

-.
COLLEGE BENEFIT SYSTEM OF AMERICA.(TIAA-CREF)
S. 1290 ana H.R. 9010
Higher education's present pension system faces a clear
and present danger. A� the heart of the system is a uniform
contract, providing equal benefits at precisely equal cost.
Anything which disrupts the uniformity of contract will in
time disrupt the system, affecting adversely the mobility of
educators, Since higher education transcends state boundaries
and is national in scope, uniformity of pension benefits is
essential to the mobility of educators and the orderly growth
of the institutions of higher education.
Until the 1960s, the system was regulated solely by the
insurance department of the State of New York, and this was
an important factor in the development of the system. However,
due to the recent expansion of state insurance regulatory powers through judicial decisions, the pension system has
become involved in a tangle of multi-state regulation and
threats of taxation of A kind completely unforseeable when the
system was established 50 years ago.

.

The present danger to educators and the institutions is:

..•

,.

1. Impairment of mobility, Due to recent developments,
each state has the power to approve, disapprove, alter or
amend new pension contract& and new programs of the system,
All it takes is one state to require a difference in a
contract or program, and fragmentation of the system begins.
Those with non-uniform contracts will have to be considered
separately and apart from all others, for their benefits will
be non-standard. If the differences ar� material, or multiply
with differences imposed by other states, the mobility of
educators with non-standard contracts will be impaired, since
each institution will be required to consider the effect of
the non-standard contract on its pension capabilities.
2. Impairment of the ability to innovate as t� future
pension needs. Heretofore, only the approval of the State
of New York was required to enable the system to provide new
pension plans and programs on a uniform, nation-wide basis.
CREF could never have been adopted as the first variable annuity,
if the approval of all 50 states had been required in 1952.
Doubtlessly, changing circumstances in the future will require
new plans and programs, but if 50 state approval is required
for each development, it will be much �ore difficult to
innovate on a nation-wide basis than ever before.

\
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3. Throat of taxation on pension contributions.
Neither the federal government nor the states, as policy,
tax the pension systems of labor and industry, or of federal,
state and local governments, or of charities ." Therefore,
the pension system of higher education should not be taxed.
Equality of treatment with industry and others is the issue.
But several states threaten to tax annuity contributions
m�e to the pension system of higher education, which, if
the threats mature, will discriminate against the system.
Senator McClellan (Ark.), with 17 co-sponsors, intro
duced S. 1290 to grant a federal charter to preserve and
protect the system from fragmentation and taxation. The
bill provides that the system shall be regulated solely
by New York, as it was before the recent expansion of state
regulatory powers. A hearing on the bill was held last July,
but no action has been taken to report the bill out of
Committee,
Congressman Emanual Celler introduced H.R. 9010, with
provisions identical to S. 1290. No hearings have been
scheduled by the House. Both bills are before the Judiciary
Committees of the Senate and House,
· What is needed now are letters and calls to and visits
with:
1. Your two Senators asking them to support S, 1290 and
to urge Senator McClellan and the Senate Judiciary Committee to
report the bill out of Committee for a vote.

.

•'

2. Members of the House Judiciary Committee, asking
that a hearing be scheduled promptly on H.R� 9010. The bill
has been referred to the House Judiciary subcommittee of
which Byron A. Rogers (Colo.) is Chairman. A list of
Committee members is attached.
The relief sought will not add to the burdens of
federal, state and local governments or of the taxpayers.
It is the public policy of the United States to aid and
assist private pension programs in caring for people after
their less productive years by legislation providing tax and
othEN:. special forms of relief. The educators of this nation
should be equally treated.

·"
�
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In re:

R.R. 9010

Members of -�he House Judiciary Committee

Majority:

Emanual Celler (D.-N.Y.), Chairman
Michael A. Feighan (D.-Ohio)
Peter W, Rodino, Jr. (D.-N.J.)
Byron G. Rogers (D.-Colo.)
Harold D. Donohue (D.-Mass.)
Jack Brooks (D.-Texas)
John Dowdy (D.-Texas)
Robert W. Kastenmeier (D.-Wis.)
William L. St. Onge (D.-Conn.)
: Don Edwa-rds (D. -Calif.)
�illiam L. Hungate (D.-Mo.)
John Conyers, Jr. (D.-Mich.)
Andrew Jacobs, Jr. (D.-Ind.)
Joshua Eilberg (D.-Pa.)
William F. Ryan (D.-N.Y.)
Jerome R. Waldie (D.-Calif.)
Edwin W. Edwards (D.-La.)
Walter Flowers (D.-Ala.)
James R. Mann (D.-S.C.)
Abner J. Mikva (D.-Ill.)

Minority:
William M, McCulloch (R.-Ohio)
William T. Cahill (R.-N.J.)
Clark MacGregor (R.-Minn,)
Edward Hutchinson (R.-Mich.)
Robert McClory (R.-Ill,)
Henry P. Smith, III (R.-N.Y.)
Thomas J, Meskill (R.-Conn.)
Charles W. Sandman, Jr. (R.-N.J.)
Thomas F. Railsback (R.-Ill.)
Edward B. Biester, Jr. (R.-Pa.)
Charles E. Wiggins (R.-Calif.)
�avid W, Dennis (R.�Ind.)
Hamilton Fish, Jr. (R.-N.Y.)
R. Lawrence Loughlin (R,-Pa.)

•
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,.

Members of the Subcommittee of the Judiciary Committee before
whom R.R. 9010 will be heard
Ma.jori ty:

Minority:

Byron G. Rogers (D.-Colo.), Chairman
Andrew Jaco�s, Jr. (D.-Ind.) ·
Jerome R. Waldie (D.-Calif.)
Edwin W. Edwards (D.-La.�
Charles E •. Wig�ins (R.-Calif.)
Hamilton Fish ,n.-N. Y.)
n. Lnwrence Cou�hlin (R.-Pn,)

January 7, 1970

Mr. Stanford R. Bohne, Chairman
Budget Committe6
Central Washington State College
Dear Mr. Bohne:
The Budget Committee of the Faculty Senato is concernod about
policies and procoduri!s followed by higher adminis·trative echelons,
especially the C.W.S.C. Budget Committee, .in determining expenditures,
allocations and decisions on other financial matttrs. We would liko
to do our part in assuring that such policies and procdduros do exist
and are followed, and that they satisfy the needs of this institution.
We are also desirous of infonning the faculty of tile�e policies and
p•ocedures.
At a time when there is evidently a lack of adequate fu11ds, the
effects of budgetary <lecisions are severe. This is esnecially true
during a period of growth such as our institution is ��xporiencing. We
believe that the faculty must be involveJ and informed not only for
morale purposes but because facul t)' va:rti.c:J.;1at.i.on I$ innortant to
effective decision ma�ing.
To avoid tile great delay of last year in fornulnting budgets and
setting a sllary schtidule� it is ur�i,d that a i.,tuJy Jo\m to the depa.rt1:ient lovel bo made relative to the ',upphm1�ntal 11.EJ;\Ufist for funds
submitted to the lo�islaturo. The setting of prioritic,s now should
result in efficioncy when the results of l1�gi:;lative action on th� re
quest are released. f\ common error of the rar.t, al locatln� a denartmont
additional staff wit•1out additit>nal �up)1orti.ni:: fun,15, should be avoided.
While we respect and apr,reciate th� allocation of a voting seat on
your committee, it should be noted that the tirno and l",!sou.t"ces of our
representative are limited. Since this fr:mchise cannot ht, executed
as wisely as we believe it should be, wo neod assuraucos that the faculty
is represented and informed in other wavs. We would aryprociate your
written response to our concerns.

•

Yours truly,

cc:

Mr. Nylander

Kenneth R. Berry, Chairman
Budget Committee
Faculty Senate

CWSC OFFICE OF INFORMATION
INTER-OFFICE MEMO
DATE: January 2, 1970
Dr. James Nylander, President,
Faculty Senate
FROM:; \ Howard Shuman, Director of Information

TO:

SUBJECT: Proposed All-College Open House
Following is a proposal for an All-College Open House, for consid
eration by the Faculty Senate:
With adequate publicity, it is felt that many people from Ellensburg
and the surrounding area as well as alumni and parents could be drawn
to the campus to get a first-hand look at the physical facil ities and
educational opportunities here. Organized groups such as cub scout
packs would be encouraged to attend.
It is suggested that the open house be held Parent's Weekend, in late
April or early May.
The open house could involve as many departments on campus as wish to
participate. Obviously, the work of some departments is more "visual"
than others. But this should not discourage others from participa ting.
The open house could include exhibits, displays, building or department
tours and presentations, conducted by students with faculty advice
and coordination. An interdisciplinary discussion, on such problem.>
as environmental control might also be held. Emphasis should be on
regular academic programs, not gimmickry exhibits which often charac
terize such open houses, and which take considerable faculty and
student time which can be better spent elsewhere.
It is suggested that if the open house idea is deemed worthwhile,
planning be started now. Perhaps a steering committee could be
appointed, composed of faculty and students with one member serving
as overall coordinator. A faculty member and a student from each
department participating in the open house could be appointed to handle
plans for that department.
Some funds would be needed to cover out-of-pocket costs by the
individual departments and for printing and sending out adequate
notice of the open house.

-

Executive Committee Report, January 7, 1970
The Senate Executive Committee met four times since the last
regular Senate meeting on December 3, 1969. The following actions
and discussions resulted from these meetings:
,1. The letter of appointment and charge to the Ad Hoc Com
mittee on Department Chairmanships and Faculty Handbook has
been developed, approved by the Executive ·committee, and
sent to each member of the Ad Hoc Committee. (At this point,
it can be reported that this committee is now functioning,
with two past meetings and regular meetings scheduled through
out the months of January and February. The Ad Hoc Committee
has forwarded to the Executive Committee a description of
methods and procedures to be used in accomplishing its tasks�
The �mini2tr:gtiQn of the college will receive a letter
from the xecutive Committee stating the purposes and ob
jectives of the Ad Hoc Committee on Department Chairmanships
and Faculty Handbook.

?. Howard Shuman of the Office of Information met with the
Executive Committee on December 9 to outline some ideas re
garding a possible All-College Open House at some time during
spring quarter. (Mr. Shuman agreed to provide the Senate �th
a written proposal concerning this matter. (Sen,te members
should now have a copy of Mr. Shuman's proposal);
3. The Executive Committee, at its December 9 meeting, con
sidered additional names for membership on the Screeii.ng
Committee for Academic Vice President. At this same time,
it was learned that the Deans' Committee had approved a
request for one additional position to the scremi.ng com
mittee, that being someone to represent the Student Person
nel Division and the Administration combined.
As of this date, the Committee is s.cP-e•iRg {reviewing}
applicants for the position of vice-president. The Committee
consists of the f ollowing people:
Bernard Martin,
Philip Dumas
Mart in Kaatz ·- Ronald Frye
James Levell
Robert Miller�
Albert Lewis - -Ray Smith
Ken Harsha
4. The Senate Chairman, Mr. Nylander, proposed that a five
person committee be appointed to serve as the Symposium
Evaluation Committee. The committee tentatively app6inted
for this purpose last summer has yet to function due to

-
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various organizational problems. Therefore, the Executive
Committee has made the following appointments to the Symposium
Evaluation Committee,c .Qf, u3't!eSC subject to approval by the
Faculty Senate:
,.

Robert Miller
Jean Putnam
Phil Hanni

C.O
f 1-,
t.c.

pi.,' 1.,.

..,_\
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Robert Bennett - f 'l... 1 .r. c.. ..Russell Hansen
_
S
;: .... 1 .. .,..1-.
Plus any students desiring to serye
(Motion to accept)
5. A letter was written by the Executive Committee to President
Brooks and the President's Council questioning the recommendation
of that body to grant departmental status to the Student Person
nel Division. Particular concern was the apparent lack of,
wide college participation in a matter of such magnitude and
posed some pertinent questions which the Executive Committee
felt needed to be considered before such plans proceeded too
far. The Executive Committee received a reply from the Presi
dent in which he indicated apparent misinterpretation of the
Council's minutes.
6. The Executive Committee would like to call the Senate's
attention to Mr. Nylander's memorandum dated December 23,
1969, regarding the Joint Senate-Board of Trustees meeting
scheduled for January 24, 1970. The meeting will be held
at Grupe Conference Center, Saturday, January 24, 1970.
Coffee will be served from 8:30 to 9:00 a.m., with the meeting
running from 9:00 to approximately ll;GO.� � �-,

f'rf.S"e

Agenda items are still being sought, so send your suggestions
to Mr. Nylander or phone the Senate office, 963-3231. In par
ticular the Executive Committee would like for each Senate
member to carefully study and evaluate the document "Statement
on Government of Colleges and Universities" prior to the joint
meeting.

r" --C�

�4��5� � 7(.,,.-i) 7. A special meeting of the Executive Committee was held on
C
V
December 18 for the purpose of discussing with interested
parties the question of how new programs proceed from inception
to operating status. In addition to the full Executive Com
mittee, Deans Jacobsen, Martin, and Green were in attendance.
Also attending were Mr. Glauert, Chairman of the Senate Cur
riculum Committee and Mr. Shrader, Chairman of the All College
Curriculum Committee.
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It has been felt by the Executive Committee, and made a
part of this report duringprevious Senate meetings, that the
avenues by which some programs become functional are not con
ducive to the best understanding and participation of faculty.

e

The committee views many of these programs as having strong
curricular implications for the entire college and should,
therefore, receive faculty concurrence in their adoption.

3

The Deans expressed a feeling that it was sometimes diffi
cult to define which prograns passing through their offices
were actually curricular in nature and wi.ch were not. The
Deans also felt that as deans they must have the authority to
act in such matters without faculty concurrence or, otherwise,
many good programs would be lost.
The meeting produced no decisions, but may have been usef l
in helping all parties to fully understa'li the problem and the
�
problems facing each group involved with curriculum and pro
gram development.
8. Senate members have received the report recently com
pleted by the Ad Hoc Committee to Study ROTC at Central
Washington State College. The Executive Committee will
study the report and make �ecommendations, in motion form
(or motions may be made from the Senate floor), pertaining
to certain portions of the Ad Hoc Committee's report.(Please
study the report carefully so that you will be informed of
its contents, implications, and recommendations.\ One bound
copy of the complete minutes of that committee !s on file in
the Faculty Senate office if anyone should desire to examine
those minutes.
9. The Executive Committee devoted some time to a discussion
regarding the role of the Senate Curriculum Committee in re
lation to total curriculum development of the college. The
Senate Chairman, Mr. Nylander, will meet with the Senate
Curriculum Committee for the purpose of exploring ideas for
broadening the scope and objectives of that committee.
10. The memorandum from President Brooks concerning "Policies
on Instructional Obligations of Faculty Members will be re
ferred to the Senate's Personnel Committee and Student Affairs
Committee.
The Executive Committee received a reply from President
Brooks in answer to a letter from the Chairman to the Presi
dent and the Board of Trustees requesting a statement of the
Board's position on the AAUP Statement on Government of
Colleges and Universities. The President felt he had answered
the r equest with his recent memo regarding the "statement."
The Executive Committee believes an answer from the Board should
be requested in order to determine its position. Such an
answer will be requested.

REPORI' TO

'IHE

SENA'IE -- 1/7/70

Senate Budget Canmittee
'Ihe Senate Budget Committee is anxious to exercise an
effective role in assuring ¢ffie appropriate decisions regg.rding
budget matters and encoura�s facalty to cormunicate freely with
the corrnnittee.

Meetings are held weekly at 3:00 Mondays in the

donference Roan next to Dean Martin's office and faculty are urged to
attend.
'Ihe Chairman of the Senate Budget Ccmmittee is now a
voting rrerrber of the aXX:tfollege �udget !!orrmittee but further faculty
involverrent

wi

and awareness regarding budget matters is considered

to be irrportant by the canmittee. A letter t¢ was sent to
Mr. Stan Bohne, Chairman College Budget Committee, indicating
the Senate Ccmmittee's interest in identifying official CWSC policies and
procedures for making b udgetary decisions •
Mr. Will Johnson, camnittee member, reported on a brief
study he conducted on CWSC canputer services and recomnended the
formation of a "super cormnittee" to study the efficacy of integrating
all corrputer needs of the carrpus before further expenditure for
corrputer services.
Submitted by Ken Ber.r.,

.,
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Senate Budget-Committee

FROM:

Will Johnson

SUBJECT:

Preliminary R�port on CWSC Computing Facilities

DATE:

January 6, 1970

\;

'

'' '.i

In following the assignment given to me at the last budget
committee meeting, I have talked briefly with L.R. Tappan
and Stan Bohne. I also skinuned through a rather lengthy
document entitled "Data Processing Equipment Proposal, Central
Washington State College." It is this latter document that
forms the substance of my report.
Unfortunately, neither the document nor President Brooks' letter
of transmittal accompanying it is dated, so I have to rely on
internal evidence to estimate its date. I surmise that it was
submitted to the Central Budget Agency in spring or early summer,
1968. At that time, as now, the Data Processing Center was
using an IBM 360 Model 20, and its staff totaled 12 full-time
persons. The annual cost to the college for this equipment·was
$21,324.00, and the total annual salaries for the staff was
$91,713.00. When the computer was installed in May 1967, opera
tions were limited to a single shift. The workload was found to
be great enough, however, that in February 1968, a second opera
tions shift was added. At the time the proposal was submitted
to CBA, processing time was said to average 250 hours per month.
The core size of the present computer is BK, and core speed 3.6
microseconds. The computer is essentially card oriented, with
card reader speed 500 per minute, card punch speed 91 per minute,
and printer speed 350 lines per minute.
Seven specific reasons are stated in the proposal summary for
requiring a larger computer system:
1. to produce reports on a more timely basis and hence enhance
their effectiveness
2. overall growth of the College
3. to develop a student information system
4. demands for a variety of data processing systems that cannot
be reliably handled on a card oriented computer
5. development of a management information system to facilitate
administrative decision making
6. enhance the reliability of data
7. to meet state reconunendations that COBOL and FORTRAN languages
be available on data processing equipment.

e
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Only one mention was made of academic uses of computer systems
at Central. This is the last paragraph on page 2 of the summary
section; I quote it in full:
"Two other major areas were studied which are entities in
themselves and should be developed further in the future
than the above named systems. They are:
1. Information Retrieval System
2. Computer Assisted Instruction."
The summary states that the new computer must have a core size
of 65K with 1.5 microseconds core speed. The card reader should
handle 800 cards per minute and the card punch, 250 cards per
minute. The printer speed should be 600 lines per minute. It
also requests that the computer have two magnetic tapes and three
magnetic discs. The cost of this new computer system to the
college would be $108,000.00 per year. The proposal also suggests
addition of eleven new staff positions, thus raising total salaries
for the Data Processing Center Staff to $189,607.00 per year ..
There are also a number of one-time costs associated with change
to this new computer. The most significant of these is preparation
of the physical site, estimated to cost $100,000.00. There is
an additional $25-30,000.00 for various items in this category. It
should also be mentioned that the operation of the data processing
center will be returned to a one-shift basis.
The original timetable called for the hiring of a systems analyst
on January 1, 1969, the hiring of two additional programmers on
April 1, 1969, and the delivery of the new computer system on
July 1, 1969. Also on July 1, an assistant director of systems,
an assistant director of operations, three additional programmers,
two additional key punch operators and a supervisor of keypunching
were to be added. On July 1, 1970 an additional disc and a communi
cations capability were to be added at a cost of about $10,000.00
per year. And finally, on July 1, 1971, a fifth disc and an
additional 65K of core memory were to be added at a cost of
$18,000.00 per year.
It was decided during this study that the most useful computer
would be an RCA Spectra 70 Model 35. This computer has been ordered
for the College, and according to Stan Bohne it will be delivered
about July 1, 1970. One systems analyst has also been hired, but
no commitments have been made beyond that. That is, the other 10
new staff positions and the additional core storage and two discs
have not been definitely ordered.

...

,
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From this document I draw three conclusions that seem particularly
germane to the work of the Budget Committee:
1. By acquiring this new equipment, the College is vastly enhanc
ing its on-site computing capability.
2. For the next few years at least, the new computer will be
used for data processing only a minor fraction of the time;
hence it is available for other College uses.
3. The value of a computing facility to assist instruction and
research have been totally ignored in the decision to establish
this new system.
To this I add one prejudice of my own, namely that Central is much
too small to support two completely independent computer centers, one
for data processing, the other for research and instruction.
In view of this, I suggest that our committee consider adopting
something like the following resolution:
That a moratorium be declared immediately on further expansion
of the Data Processing Center, to include both equipment and
personnel-That a "super committee", representative of both the present
Data Processing Center and the present Computer Center, be
appointed to study computing requirements at CWSC for data
processing and research and instruction-That the moratorium be lifted when plans are completed to produce
concurrent and parallel development of both areas--

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Senate l:lembers

FRCM:

Earl T o Glauert, Chairman
Senate Curricnhun Cammi 'ttee

DATE:

January 5, 1970

RE:

All College Cti.rr:tculum P1'oposals (ACCC)

The Senate Cur1"lculum Committee (SCC) at its meetings of Novembel" 20,
December 12 and ..lanuru."y 2 voted to recommGm.1 passage of ·i:he ACCC proposals�
PP o 27·�1.{.t�, beginning tilth 11 Chemistry P1"e-P1,o:fessional Pl."ograms1: through
"English Journalism Course Addi'tions�n with ·the following modifications .,
Attached hereto are ·che Decemhe1" 12 und January 2 minutes of the sec to
help claI'ify the recommendations,,

-------------------------·
----------·��-....
Sutmested Modific;,:i:ions*

---A=C=C=C_....l?r
...o=p=o"',�,..a=1=.s____________
Pre Dental Hygiene

Art 100 is a "5" c1.1edit course�
This cor�ection necessitates a
change in electives from 7 ... 9
to "5-7n in order to maintain
a 53-SS credit major.
Add:

p ., 37

Art 4-14- A:rt Since 19l�S
4- credits
1
(A/S) Physics Major

p. 4-1

(A/S) Psychology Minar

Add footnote:
"l�'
(A/S) Psychology Minor
"Students taking this minor must
take Psycholo,i;..ry 100 as a prerequisite ., 11

p. 41

(T/Ed) Psychology Minor

Add footnote:
"1,,
(T/Ed) Psychology Minor
"Students taking this minor must
take Psychology 100 as a prerequisite."

p. I.J3

Course Addition
Geology 380. Principles
of Geomorphology

Omit Geology 380 from proposals
to be approved until the ACCC has
an opportunity to reviet'1 this
course addition in the light of
cor�esponden�e received. (See
sec mi:rrutes December 12, part 2,

p .. 27

credits
Art 100 •• ., •• .,� • .,�., ••• 3
Electives ..... o•••·••.iil.:.2.
53-55

p. 3q.

"Prerequisite A.rt 237 ., "

Add to the footnote p�esently
in Catalog the following statement o
"In addition to cm..\!'ses in physics
� major must complete the following:
Mathematics: 171.,1, 171..2 ) 271.l s
271.2, 271.3. 376.l s 37602 1 376.3"

.:md January 2, part c.)
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CWSC OFFICE OF INFORMATION
INTER-OFFICE MEMO
DATE: January 2, 1970
Dr. James Nylander, President,
Faculty Senate
/' I·
FROM:.I · :-,. Howard Shuman, Director of Information
TO:

SUBJECT: Proposed All-College Open House
Following is a proposal for an All-College Open House, for consid
eration by the Faculty Senate:
With adequate publicity, it is felt that many people from Ellensburg
and the surrounding area as well as alumni and parents could be drawn
to the campus to get a first-hand look at the physical facilities and
educational opportunities here. Organized groups such as cub scout
packs would be encouraged to attend.
It is suggested that the open house be held Parent's Weekend, in late
April or early May.
The open house could involve as many departments on campus as wish to
participate. Obviously, the work of some departments is more "visual"
than others. But this should not discourage others from participating.
The open house could include exhibits, displays, building or department
tours and presentations, conducted by students with faculty advice
and coordination. An interdisciplinary discussion, on such problems
as environmental control might also be held. Emphasis should be on
regular academic programs, not gimmickry exhibits which often charac
terize such open houses, and which take considerable faculty and
student time which can be better spent elsewhere.
It is suggested that if the open house idea is deemed worthwhile,
planning be started now. Perhaps a steering committee could be
appointed, composed of faculty and students with one member serving
as overall coordinator. A faculty member and a student from each
department participating in the open house could be appointed to handle
plans for that department.
Some funds would be needed to cover out-of-pocket costs by the
individual departments and for printing and sending out adequate
notice of the open house.
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Dear Colleague:

All of you doub.tless are aware that the future of the nation's
basic academic retirement program, TIAA-CREF, is in serious jeopardy.
The enclosed memorandum describes the situation and the legislation designed
to eliminate the problem,
When Senator McClellan introduced S, 1290, he stated,
Practically all Americans are now covered by
private and public tax free pension plans under which their
contributions for retirement purposes are not taxed, and the pension
system of higher education should be equally treated, At the
present time, neither the States nor the Federal Go.vernment are
taxing the contributions made to the TIAA-CREF retirement
program. Thus, maintenance of the retirement program of higher
education from Federal and S�ate taxes gives the colleges and their
staff members no special privileges,
I want to urge that in whatever way you see fit, you communicate
with your two Senators during the Congressional recess and early in January
to stress the importance of favorable Senate action on S. 1290,
I also would urge those of you whose Representatives serve on the
House Judiciary Committee to press for early hearings on H,R, 9010--the
House counterpart bill. A list of the Committee members is attached,
It is possible that many of your faculty members are unaware
of the importance to their retirement programs of this pendi.ng legislation.
If that is the case, you may wish to inform them,
Sincerely yours,

Logan Wilson
Enclosure

-.
COLLEGE BENEFIT SYSTEM OF AMERICA.(TIAA-CREF)
S. 1290 ana H.R. 9010
Higher education's present pension system faces a clear
and present danger. A� the heart of the system is a uniform
contract, providing equal benefits at precisely equal cost.
Anything which disrupts the uniformity of contract will in
time disrupt the system, affecting adversely the mobility of
educators. Since higher education transcends state boundaries
and is national in scope, uniformity of pension benefits is
essential to the mobility of educators and the orderly growth
of the institutions of higher education.
Until the 1960s, the system was regulated solely by the
insurance department of the State of New York, and this was
an important factor in the development of the system. However,
due to the recent expansion of state insurance regulatory powers through judicial decisions, the pension system has
become involved in a tangle of multi-state regulation and
threats of taxation of A kind completely unforseeable when the
system was established 50 years ago.

.

The present danger to educators and the institutions is:

••

1. Impairment of mobility, Due to recent developments,
each state has the power to approve, disapprove, alter or
amend new pension contract& and new programs of the system,
All it takes is one state to require a difference in a
contract or program, and fragmentation of the system begins.
Those with non-uniform contracts will have to be considered
separately and apart from all others, for their benefits will
be non-standard. If the differences ar� material, or multiply
with differences imposed by other states, the mobility of
educators with non-standard contracts will be impaired, since
each institution will be required to consider the effect of
the non-standard contract on its pension capabilities.
2. Impairment of the ability to innovate as to future
pension needs. Heretofore, only the approval of the State
of New York was required to enable the system to provide new
pension plans and programs on a uniform, nation-wide basis.
CREF could never have been adopted as the first variable annuity,
if the approval of all 50 states had been required in 1952,
Doubtlessly, changing circwnstances in the future will require
new plans and programs, but if 50 state approval is required
for each development, it will be much �ore difficult to
innovate on a nation-wide basis than ever before,

\
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3. Threat of taxation on pension contributions.
Neither the federal government nor the states, as policy,
tax the pension systems o·f labor and industry, or of federal,
state and local governments, or of charities: Therefore,
the pension system of higher education should not be taxed.
Equality of treatment with industry and others is the issue.
But several states threaten to tax annuity contributions
m�e to the pension system of higher education, which, if
the threats mature, will discriminate against the system,
Senator McClellan (Ark.), with 17 co-sponsors, intro
duced S. 1290 to grant a federal charter to preserve and
protect the system from fragmentation and taxation. The
bill provides that the system shall be regulated solely
by New York, as it was before the recent expansion of state
regulatory powers. A hearing on the bill was held last July,
but no action has been taken to report the bill out of
Committee,
Congressman Emanual Celler introduced H.R. 9010, with
provisions identical to S. 1290. No hearings have been
scheduled by the House. Both bills are before the Judiciary
Committees of the Senate and House,
· What is needed now are letters and calls to and visits
with:
1. Your two Senators asking them to support S, 1290 and
to urge Senator McClellan and the Senate Judiciary Committee to
report the bill out of Committee for a vote.

.

2, Members of the House Judiciary Committee, asking
that a hearing be scheduled promptly on H.R. 9010. The bill
has been referred to the House Judiciary subcommittee of
which Byron A. Rogers (Colo,) is Chairman. A list of
Committee members is attached.

I
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The relief sought will not add to the burdens of
federal, state and local governments or of the taxpayers.
It is the public policy of the United States to aid and
assist private pension programs in caring for people after
their less productive years by legislation providing tax and
othEN:. special forms of relief. The educators of this nation
should be equally treated.
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In re:

H.R. 9010

Members of -�he House Judiciary Committee
Majority:

Emanual Celler (D.-N.Y.), Chairman
Michael A. Feighan (D.-Ohio)
Peter W. Rodino, Jr. (D.-N.J.)
Byron G. Rogers (D.-Colo.)
Harold D. Donohue (D.-Mass.)
Jack Brooks (D.-Texas)
John Dowdy (D.-Texas)
Robert W. Kastenmeier (D.-Wis.)
William L. St. Onge (D.-Conn.)
: Don Edwa-rds (D. -Calif.)
�illiam L. Hungate (D.-Mo.)
John Conyers, Jr. (D.-Mich.)
Andrew Jacobs, Jr. (D.-Ind.)
Joshua Eilberg (D.-Pa.)
William F. Ryan (D.-N.Y.)
Jerome R. Waldie (D.-Calif.)
Edwin W. Edwards (D.-La.)
Walter Flowers (D.-Ala.)
James R. Mann (D.-S.C.)
Abner J. Mikva (D.-Ill.)

Minority:
William M. McCulloch (R.-Ohio)
William T. Cahill (R.-N.J.)
Clark MacGregor (R.-Minn.)
Edward Hutchinson (R.-Mich.)
Robert McClory (R.-Ill.)
Henry P. Smith, III (R.-N.Y.)
Thomas J. Meskill (R.-Conn.)
Charles W. Sandman, Jr. (R.-N.J.)
Thomas F. Railsback (R.-Ill.)
Edward B. Biester, Jr. (R.-Pa.)
Charles E. Wiggins (R.-Calif.)
�avid W. Dennis (R.�Ind.)
Hamilton Fish,·Jr. (R.-N.Y.)
R. Lawrence Loughlin (R,-Pa.)
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Members of the Subcommittee of the Judiciary Committee before
whom H.R. 9010 will be heard
Majority:

Minority:

Byron G. Rogers (D.-Colo.), Chairman
Andrew Jacobs, Jr. (D.-Ind.) ·
Jerome R. Waldie (D.-Calif.)
Edwin
W. Edwards (D.-La.)'
.
Charles E. Wiggins (R.-Calif.)
Hamilton Fish (n.-N.Y.)
R. Lnwrence Cou�hlin (R.-Pa,)

January 7, 1970

Mr. Stanford R. Bohne, Chairman
Budget Committe6
Central Washington State College
Dear Mr. Bohne:
The Budget Committee of the Faculty Senato is concerned about
policies an<l procoduri!s followed by higher administrative echelons,
especially the G.W.S.C. iludget Committee, .in determining exptmditures,
allocations and decisions on other financial matters. We would liko
to do our part in assuring that such policies and procdduros do exist
and are followed, and that they satisfy the needs of this institution.
We are also desirous of infonning the faculty of tile!!ie policies and
p•ocedures.
At :i time when there is evidently u lack of adequate fu11ds, the
effects of budgetary <lecisions are severe. This is esnecially true
during a period of growth such as our institution is ��xporiencing, We
believe that the faculty must be involved and illformcd not only for
morale purposes but because facul t)' varti.c:J.;1at.i.on I$ innortant to

effective decision makin�.

To avoid tile great delay of last year in fornulatin� budgets and
setting a sllary sciuidule%> it is ur�i,d that a 5tuJy Joim to the depnrt1:ient lovel be made relative to the ',uprhim�ntal 11.e;\Ufist for funds
submitted to the lo�islaturo.

The setting of prioriti<:,s now should

result in efficioncy when the results of 11-,gi:;lative action on th� re

quest are released.

f\ common error of the rur.t, al locatln� a denartmont

additional staff wit•10ut additie>nal �up:1orti.nc:: fun.13, should bo avoided.

While we respect and ap!)reciate th� allocation of a voting seat on

your committee, it should be noted that the tirno ..md t',!soux·ces of our
representative are limited. Since this fr:mchise cannot ht, executed
as wisely as we believe it should be, wo netid assurancus that the faculty
is represented and informed in other ways, We would aryprociate your

written response to our concerns.

•

Yours truly,

cc:

Mr. Nylander

Kenneth R. Berry, Chairman
Budget Committee
Faculty Senate

CWSC OFFICE OF INFORMATION
INTER-OFFICE MEMO
DATE: January 2, 1970
Dr. James Nylander, President,
Faculty Senate
FROM:., \ Howard Shuman, Director of Information
TO:

SUBJECT: Proposed All-College Open House
Following is a proposal for an All-College Open House, for consid
eration by the Faculty Senate:
With adequate publicity, it is felt that many people from Ellensburg
and the surrounding area as well as alumni and parents could be drawn
to the campus to get a first-hand look at the physical facilities and
educational opportunities here. Organized groups such as cub scout
packs would be encouraged to attend.
It is suggested that the open house be held Parent's Weekend, in late
April or early May.
The open house could involve as many departments on campus as wish to
participate. Obviously, the work of some departments is more "visual"
than others. But this should not discourage others from participating.
The open house could include exhibits, displays, building or department
tours and presentations, conducted by students with faculty advice
and coordination. An interdisciplinary discussion, on such problem.>
as environmental control might also be held. Emphasis should be on
regular academic programs, not gimmickry exhibits which often charac
terize such open houses, and which take considerable faculty and
student time which can be better spent elsewhere.
It is suggested that if the open house idea is deemed worthwhile,
planning be started now. Perhaps a steering committee could be
appointed, composed of faculty and students with one member serving
as overall coordinator. A faculty member and a student from each
department participating in the open house could be appointed to handle
plans for that department.
Some funds would be needed to cover out-of-pocket costs by the
individual departments and for printing and sending out adequate
notice of the open house.

